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Contemporary Dance music and a Soulful Ballad 6 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover,

URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues Details: Dawn * Kyla * Natalie * Martina One Webster dictionary definition of

the word embrace is "a close encircling of the arms and pressure to the bosom, as a sign of affection."

The four young ladies who comprise the group "Embrace", Dawn, Kyla, Martina and Natalie, have

certainly embraced music and each other as a major part of their lives. Each began developing their

musical talents at very young ages and have continuously worked, either as a member of a group, as a

soloist, or in choirs to develop their voices to its maximum potential. Each are accomplished vocalists, but

will tell you that they are still trying to improve everyday. It's this quest to be the best that makes this

group so exciting to be around. Even though they are totally dedicated to their music careers, each have

made time to pursue a college education. Kyla and Martina at Texas Southern University, Dawn at

Houston Community College and Natalie at Prairie A&M University. This makes for busy days and nights

for these young ladies which they have handled without complaint. The four of them were bought together

a short two years ago to form the group "EMBRACE". First to arrive was Martina, then came Kyla, Natalie

and Dawn. From day one they have worked hard to help each other improve. Their melodic voices blend

into beautiful harmonic notes which compliment and bring alive any type of song they sing. From the

Hip-Hop song "Bout Ready" to the beautiful ballad "U Shoulda Told Me," (Both on the forthcoming album

entitled "Conversations") they feel right home. As a matter of fact they feel at home with any music genre

put before them. Believe me they are special. Look for this group to make an impression in the music

industry in the very near future. They have the talent, the will and the drive to make it happen!!
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